
 

 

Fantastic Friday 12th March 2021 

 

And your teachers agree!!! 

  This week’s nominees include…  

 

Lewis W nominated by Miss Ryan for excellent effort in his music assignment last week. 

Mia R nominated by Mr McDonald for an improvement of engagement, attendance, attitude 

and humour. 

Naomi D nominated by Mr McDonald for a fabulous return to school. 

Daniel H nominated by Mr Reese for excellent effort in Graphics. 

Erin B nominated by Mr Reese for her wonderful Graphics work. 

Lewis W nominated by Mrs Holmes for his enthusiasm and commitment to Bedrock 

Vocabulary.  

Jack P nominated by Mrs Holmes for his consistent approach to his learning in English  

Rhys Mac nominated by Mrs Holmes for his enthusiasm and commitment to Bedrock 

Vocabulary. 

Tharentaar S nominated by Mrs Holmes for his enthusiasm and commitment in English.  

Jessica W nominated by Mrs Holmes for her enthusiasm and commitment in English.  

Amber M nominated by Mrs Holmes for her enthusiasm and commitment in English.  

Rauri L nominated by Mrs Holmes for his consistent approach to learning in English. 

Tharentaar S nominated by Mr Uglow for excellent effort in class. 

Callum D nominated by Mr Uglow for his detailed revision work. 

 



 

Daniel L nominated by Ms Clarke for settling back in really well and having a very positive 

attitude towards his work. 

Lewis J nominated by Mr Taylor for producing excellent artwork post lockdown. 

Chloe A nominated by Mr Taylor for producing excellent artwork post lockdown. 

Kritiana M nominated by Mr Taylor for producing excellent artwork post lockdown. 

Lucas Q nominated by Mrs Firth for overcoming his fears. 

Jordan L nominated by Mrs Firth for coming back to school with a positive attitude. 

 Isabelle L nominated by Mrs Firth for coming back to school with a positive attitude. 

Louis L nominated by Mrs Firth for coming back to school with a positive attitude. 

Libya A nominated by Miss Chapman for excellent effort in the translation competition. 

Natasha H nominated by Miss Chapman for excellent effort in the translation competition. 

Rhys H nominated by Miss Chapman for excellent effort in the translation competition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

It’s so wonderful to have you all back!!!!! 

 

Please don’t forget to pop down to her office during your breaktime to collect your 

chocolate!!! 


